McKnight Foundation: Arts Program Logic

**Outcomes**

- **“Artists Thrive”**
  - Minnesota artists advance professionally and artistically
  - Artists are valued in Minnesota

- **“Minnesota Thrives”**
  - The breadth and diversity of Minnesota’s artists are developed and sustained in communities
  - Artists contribute artistically, economically, culturally, and socially to communities and to Minnesota

**Activities**

- Re-granting Partnerships in Support of Working Artists
  - Fellowships, RACs
- Grantmaking to Organizations Providing Support Structures to Working Artists
- Influencing Economic, Social, and Cultural Systems affecting Artists
  - Grantmaking, Research, Relationship Building, Collaboration, Convening, Public Policy Work, Technical Assistance

**Strategies**

- We support select organizations, programs and projects to fuel exceptional and diverse artistic practice
- We leverage local and national collaborations, knowledge, practices and policies that maximize the value of artists’ work in their communities